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INTRODUCTION

U

.

,

The Ninth Meeting of the Committee of Officials of the Multinational

Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC) for West Africa was held in Lome,
Togolese Republic from 3 to 7 February 1986.
2.

Opening statements were made by a representative of the Government

of the Togolese Republic, the Chairman of the Eighth Meeting of the Committee
of Officials, the Leader of the delegation of the Republic of Niger and the

Director of the Economic Co-operation Office of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa.

A.

ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

3.

Representatives of the following member States were present:

Benin,

Burkina Faso, Cote d'lvoire, The Gambia, Guinea, Mali, Niger, Nigeria,
Senegal, and Togo.

4.

Also in attendance as observers were:

African Groundnut Council (AGC),

Agency for the Security of Air Navigation in African and Madagascar (ASECNA),
Air Afrique^ Mano River Union (MRU), Central Bank of West African States
(BCEAO), West African Economic Community (CEAO), West African Development

Bank (BOAD) and the United Nations Industrial Development Organizations (UNID)
Election of officers (agenda item 2)

5.

The Committee of Officials unanimously elected the following bureau:
Chairman

-

Togo

Vice Chairman

-

The Gambia

Rapporteurs

-

Cote d'lvoire and Nigeria
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B.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND PROGRAMME OF WORK (agenda item 3)

6«

The Committee of Officials amended and adopted the agenda and the

programme of work shown in Annex I.

C.

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

7«

The representative of the Ministry of Planning and Industry of Togolese

Republic welcomed'participants on behalf of the Government on the occasion

of the Ninth Meeting of the Committee of Officials of the West African
Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC).

He stated that

the holding of the MULPOC meeting in Lome was a testimony to the peace and
security brought to the country by the

Thirteenth January Man General

Chassingbe Eyadema.

8,

He pointed out that despite the good rainfall registered during 1985

the food situation still remained precarious due to thfe after-effects of :
drought which had resulted in the displacement of people,-lack of
and loss of livestock.

seeds

The problems of weakened productive structures,

growing indebtedness and unemployment further aggravated the crisis and made
it more difficult to bring about economic recovery, especially in West

Africa.

The magnitude of the problems called not only for national efforts

but also for a collective approach which could be better achieved through
economic integration in the subregion.

9«

In this regard, he invited the Meeting to review the progress made in

the implementation of the 1985 MULPCC work programme and'"to thoroughly
examine the-Agenda items in the priority areas of:
and economic crisis;

drought, desertification

agriculture; water resources; industry; trade and

finance; transport and communications; measures to strengthen; economic
integration in West Africa; integration of women in development and
assistance to West African Intergovernmental Organizations.

He exhorted
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the participants to draw up realistic and concrete projects for the
MULPOC to implement during 1986*

W.

The Chairman of the Eighth Meeting of the Committee of Officials,

the leader of the delegation of the Republic of Niger expressed his gratitude
to the Governs of the Togoles. Republic for the «arm velcome extended to
delegates.

He also thanked the member States for the support his durir.E :

his tenure of office. His appreciation also vent to the MUIPCC for the
work it had done and he urged everyone to participate effectively m the
deliberation of the meeting.

^•~Thel£rec^Vth¥.E^^
E^ivF SecVe^o? W&ono^

the *""

H3A staff, thanked General Gnassingbe Eyadema, Founding Ctair=n of the

To0ol«.c Peoples' Rally and H^ of State, the X^vernnent and^the people
..of ^ficfpr .tbo.-v^.veloo^ =nd the arrange^ «^e to ensured
cucceco.q£. the.peeting.

:

7Jl, .

.■'■/-•■

12. The overall purpose of the Meeting included the reviev of the i
tion of the work program assigned to the MUIPGC during 1985 and the rc
proposals and recommendations to be dravn up for the Council of Ministers,
Earing their"work, participants night take into account the prevail^ -oc

econolic conditions in the subregion highlighted in the t«o documents,

■■Study on Drought, Desertification and gnomic Crisis in West Africa" and
the "Annual Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in the West African
Subregion".

13, He stressed the need to go beyond the emergency measures by addr ?r.i Ir;
both the rehabilitation and long-term issues of African development. In
this connection^ made particular reference to Africa's Priority Program

for the Economic Recovery (1986-1990), adopted by the 1985 Assembly of
Heads of State and Government of the Organisation of African Unity and to
the forthcoming Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly
on the Economic Crisis in Africa.

H.

With regard to the activities of the Association of West African

IGGs, he recalled that committees had been established to carry out
specific assignments.

He noted that the committees on Trade and Finance

and Industry had made commendable progress - He underscored the fact
that IGOs had now better understood their role in etiolating economic

development through the harmonization of; their work programmes in the
context of the process for rationalization and strengthening nf economic
integration in the subregion.

In this connection, B2A and B2OWAS were

finalizing studies cocploEantary to the Proposal for Strengthening Economic
Integration in West Africa.

Progress Report of the MULPOC Director on the implementation of the 108q
Work Programme and on the Human and Financial Resources of the MULPCC
(agenda item 4)
15.

The interim MULPOC Director stated that the 1985 work programme had

focused on the main priority areas of agriculture and water resources,
which composed over twenty eight percent of the overall MULPOC work
programme.

The inadequacy of financial resources coupled with the

diversion of resources to cope with such emergency measures as the
preparation of Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery

1986-1990* had seriously impeded the implementation of the work
programme.

16.

In view of the difficulties of obtaining additional funds for

the activities of the MULPOC, it was imperative for member States to
continue their support particularly through pledges and the secondment

of national experts to the MULPO3.

He was grateful to those members

States that had pledged resources to the MULPOC.

likewise in order
in the subregion.

He urged others to

do

to promote the principle of collective self-reliance
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The Director of the Economic Co-operation Office of the ECA,

formed the meeting of the *****> beinC **« to appoint the Director
of the Niamey-based MULPOC in conformity with a Resolution of the

1985 ISA Conference of Ministers. He underscored the effort that ,B»
was talcing to strengthen the resources of the MU1PCC through
decentralization of IEA headquarters.

18. During the discussions, pertinent observations were made on how
to imp^ve the organization of the Meeting, the distribution of documents,
the report of the Director both in content and format, and the
effective participation of member States in the Meeting. Bnphas.s
Was placed on the need to focus WIPCC activities on priority areas
using the available resources and taking into account the «oci»-eaonomxc
situation prevailing in the subregion.

19. With regard to the $150,000.00 pledge made by the Feseral Republic
of Nigeria, the Mcetin, was reminded that fifty per cent of the amount
had bom allocated to the priority areas of agriculture and water

resources
for the Niameyy MUtfOC. Despite the economic crisis in whxch
resources for th

ifies were quired
most member States found themselves, more sacrifices
were q

if member States were to implement multinational projects with a view

to speeding up the process of economic integration in the subregxon.
20.

The Meeting took note of the Director's report.
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Study on Drought, desertification and economic crisis in West Africa
(agenda item 5A)

21.

The secretariat introduced a study highlighting the magnitude of the

problem in all sectors throughout the subregion.

The drought-stricken

countries had been particularly hit by the crisis in three main areas in
the form of environmental degradation, economic recession and social mal

adjustment.

The effects of drought, desertification and economic crisis

on such sectors as agriculture, industry, transport, communications and
energy were atressed.

Appropriate recommendation for short- 'medium- and

long-term policies and strategies to be pursued in order to control drought
and desertification and to overcome the economic crisis had been made in the
study.

22.

-■■:•:

During the discussion, the secretariat was commended for the quality

and originality of the document.

In order to improve the study, the Meeting

recommended that the following issues should be examined:

- national efforts to combat drought and desertifications and'to
overcome the economic crisis;

- the impact of drought and desertification on population movements,
: rural development and on agricultural development;

- education and mobilization of the rural population to combat drought
and desertification;
wcya ~-nd r.ierj-is of continuing end brocdnning research "nd
davelopnieiit

ruid clibseir.inrating the findings throughout the subregion;

— efforts "made to r.zvc

energy by encour~r;inrr the use of improved stoves

cjid ronoTT^blo energy resources r.o was currently boinr? done in the

— the iripcct of droufht

and decertification on the activities

wclfr.rc. of rural women;

— formulation and adoption of rji intuprated approach in the agricultural
sector

especially in order to

of the subregion;

ensure the harmonious development

— measures for soil conservation and water management.
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23

The Meeting further recommended that:

- the study should be updated every two years in the broadest scope
and coverage possible;

. ^

. _ .

z:te^\tite&-:i6~^*tiT»~^te^Utot^to experience

of CILSS should be used as a guide to prevent such calamities
occuring in areas not yet affected;

- particular emphasis should be placed on the need to translate the relevant
ECA and OAU resolutions into concrete actions through budget allocations to

and policy measures, on the various resolutions and recommendations

relating to the control of drought and deser-tification and to the
economic crisis;

- the MULPOC should finalize the study on the basis of comments and
observations

to be

submitted by

member

States.

24.
The meeting stressed that all measures to be undertaken in combating
drought, desertification and economic .crisi. should be based on the principle
of collective self-reliance as stipulated in the Lagos Plan of Action and the
Final Act of Lagos,

■

■

.

•

Study on Harmonization of Agric-Imral Pricing Policies (agenda item
B (i)

25.

:

,.-■■■

A progress report on the. study on Harmonization of Agricultural Pricing

Policies (IGO/NIA/IX/9) was presented by the secretariat. The MULPOC had
been requested to assist ECOWAS and the other IGOs concerned to finalize the
terms of reference and to carry out the study. ECOWAS was to assist in
financing the study.

With the assistance of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (FAO), ECOWAS had conducted the study
in compliance with the mandate given by the 8th Meeting of the MUOPOC
Council of Ministers.

26.

The conclusions and recommendations of the study had been discussed

at a seminar held in Accra in 1985 and. attended by twelve member States and
one IGO.

In this connection, the secretariat stressed the need to fully

pursue the implementation of this project.
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27.

The Meeting took note of the report presented and suggested that the

report of the seminar be made available to member States for their
consideration.

Progress report on the establishment of a Regional Seed Commission
in West Africa (agenda item 5B (ii))

28.

the secretariat presented document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/5 and informed

the meeting on the progress made in mobilizing the financial resources
required to set-up the Regional Seed Commission in the subregion. To date,
success had been limited and it was suggested that ECOWAS could consider
financing the project .

29.

During discussion, it was stressed that every effort should be made

to ensure that all concerned IGOs and national institutions were involved

in order to avoid duplication and waste of scarce reeources.

It was also

suggested that questionnaires should be sent to member States to enable the

collection of vital, information on activities going on in this field.
In

thic

deriving

record,
from

expressed the

the

»ish

the MJLPCC ^Would
survey.

The

icplenent
delegation

only
of

thone

studies

"

Nigeria

to see part of its plo^c allocate*! to thic vital

'.

project. The secretariat took note of the observations and reaffirmed that
the programme was being implemented by a working group made uP of CILSS,
Mano River Union, WARDA, ECOWAS and MULPOC, which are the main institutions
in the subregion concerned with the issue of seeds.

30.

The meeting took note of the report on a regional seed commission.
Progress report on the establishment of an agricultural data bank
in West Africa (agenda item 5B (iii))

31.

The secretariat presented document ECA/NIA/IX/6, recalling its mandate

to implement the programmes.

He informed the meeting that the Terms of

Reference of the study were drawn up in close co-operation with CILSS and
presented for amendment, comments and approval by participants.

Once the

Terms of Reference had been approved, a project document would be prepared to
help in the mobilization of the financial resources rpn..ir^.

_ g

32."

—

During the discussion, it was suggested that the Terms of Reference

should in particular take into account the need to reinforce national
institutions dealing with agricultural statistics,

33.

The meeting took note of the progress report and urged that the study

should be carried out as soon as possible.

Progress report on the study on agro-climatic conditions in West Africa
(agenda item 5B (iv))

34.

In presenting document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/7, the secretariat reported

that financial resources had been allocated to recruit a consultant to

complete the study on agro-climatic conditions with emphasis on the water requxrement
of cereals and tubers as requested by the 8th Meeting of the MULPOC Council
of Ministers.

*

The consultant would visit AGRHYMET in Ki;*or, the World

Meteorological Organization in Geneva and ECA headquarters in Addis Ababa to
complete his assignment.

The conclusions and recommendation nf tho s*-»ay

would be circulated well in advance of the 1987 session of the MULPOC
policy organs.

35.

The meeting took note of the report and looked forward to the pertinent

conclusion and recommendations of the study.

Progress report on the study on veterinary centres and laboratories
"in West Africa (agenda item 5B (v)
36.

The secretariat introduced document ECA/MULEOC/NIA/IX/8 and recalled

the decision of the meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers Which had
called for an inventory of existing veterinary facilities-and laboratories

in all'countries of the subregion for the purpose of making recommendations
on those to be designated regional centres for co-ordination.

The Terms of

Reference of the complementary study had been prepared and the requited
financial resources to implement the project mobilized.
been identified for the study.

A consultant had

The conclusions and recommendations of the

study would be distributed well in advance of the 1987 meetings of the
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MULPOC policy organs. Member States were requested to reply promptly.td the
cables announcing the mission of the consultant and to provide him with the

relevant information contained in the.Terms of Reference of the .mission.
The countries to be visited included Burkina Faso, C8te d'lvoire, Ghana,

Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Kenya (<KU/IHAR) and ECA headquarters in'

Addis Ababa.

■ >37-"

The meting noted the importance ol^est^^^^s^Tesi^ and

urged the secretariat to complete the study as soon a^s possible.-It
requested the member States to give every support to the mission.

Progress report on multinational co-operation projects and
programmes for livestock development (agenda item 5B (v£)

38.

Under $his item, the secretariat presented iocunent ]3^Ml/NIA/9 on the

harmonization of narketing, tr-adc and pricing policies of livestock production

and by-products in West Africa. The secretariat highlighted the importance
of livestock products and by-products in the economies of both importing
and exporting countries in the subregion. It was noted that in the subregion,
an excess supply of " K*-* cattle exiBted ^ ^ Sahelian countries ^.^

demand remained largely unsatisfied in such countries as Cote, d'lvo ire, ■
Ghana and Nigeria. It was against the background-that the Sixth Meeting of
the MULPOC Council of Ministers adopted a resolution in 1983 calling for the
harmonization of marketing, trade and pricing policies of livestock products
and by-products in the subregion. That would help in the short-term

for naximum advantaSe to be taken of the existing potential in the subregion.
39.
In reference to that call and in co-operation with such IGOs as the
CommunautS Economique du Betail et de la VimdP (CEBV), the lead agency
of the subcommittee on livestock, various activities had been undertaken by
the ECA/MULPOC since 1983. They included,the mobilization of financial
resources to implement the programme as approved by the Eighth Meeting of

the MULPOC Council of Ministers.

Although success in 1985 in mobilizing

-li

the financial resources had been limited, however, it was still likely that the

basic technical publications for the programme and a meeting of leaders of
livestock development in the subregion would be completed during 1986
programme of ECA as adopted by the United Nations General Assembly. The
continued support and; guidance of the MULPOC policy organs :could not be
overemphasized,

40.

The M&eting underscored the importance of livestock in the economy of

the subregion and called upon the Nigerian delegation to support the

project document to be submitted to its government very shortly through the
appropriate channels..

r

._.-— ~

water in some w«»t African countries (following the
CIEH study) (agenda item 5C (i))

41.

The secretariat presented the document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/U. He recalled

the study carried out by CIEH whilst drawing attention to the water resource
potential of the subregion.

42".

-!

:

:

The Meeting took note of the report and requested MULPOC to continue

with the studies on the development of water resources in clbse collaborate
with the intergovernmental organizations of the subregion, especially the
Comite interafricain d'etudes hydrauliques (CIEH).

village water s^mes (what has heen achieved in some countries

half-way through the IDWSSD) (agenda item 5C (ii)
43The secretariat introduced the document entitled "Village water schemes
(what has been achieved in some countries half-way through the International
Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade)-",

prevailing both before the decade and at the present time. He also outlined
progress recorded in this sector and drew the attention of, the-.'rating to

the dxfferent results in each country. He also suggested that one way in
which the situation could be improved was through the exchange of data,

information and experience, and through the concrete results of the
activities of the subregional committee on water resources.
44.

The Meeting took note of the report.

Follow-up of the study on irrigation techniques <upon request hv
lead_IGO) Information Note (agenda item 5C (iii)

45.

Presenting the document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/13, the representative of the

secretariat indicated that it had not been possible for any concrete action
to be carried out before October 1985. The enlarged-Weting-organized
by CILSS in October 1985 in Bamako made it possible to determine the

objectives of the Subregional Committee on water resources, which was, among
other things, mandated to continue the study on irrigation techniques. The.
initiative of CILSS enabled the IGOs of the subre^ion to examine the .ain

problems pertaining to the priority sectors of agriculture and measures against
drought and desertification.

46.

Thi* matter generated some discussions during which the inactivity of

the committee during the p.eriod under review was criticized. However
given the vital importance of water in the subregion, the necessity to
ensure the follow-up of the study within the committee, was underlined.

MULPOC was requested to work closely with the aforementioned Committee.
Monitoring national water supply structures (agenda item 5C (iv)

47.
The representative of the secretariat presented an Information Note
ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/14, stressing that no specific action was taken in this '

respect because the MULPOC did not receive any request from the member States

He however observed that some aspects of the study had been dealt with in the
report relating to village water schemes.

Moreover, a project document

had been prepared at the request of the Government of Niger on the setting up

of water points in the agro-pastural region of that country.
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48.

The meeting took note of the report and called on the member States

concerned to address their specific requests to the MULPOC at the earliest
opportunity.

Progress report on the implementation of the work programme of the
ECA in the field of industry in the countries of the Hiaaey MULPOC
(agenda item 5 D (i)

49.

Introducing document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/15, the representative of the

secretariat recalled the resolution on industry adopted at Niamey in 1985,
He informed participants of activities conducted in implementation of the
IDDA programme at the national, subregional and inter-regional levels.

He

drew particular attention to the recommendations contained in Chapter IV
of the document.

50.

Some of the proposals in that Chapter stressed the importance of

measures that member States and IGOs should take to facilitate the

implementation of resolutions and proposals dealing with agricultural,
chemical and metal industries and first generation multinational projects,
and emphasized that such measures also applied to co-operation among
countries of the subregion.

51.

if

In the discussions which followed, participants wanted to know

use had been made of the funds pledged by UNIDO at the Eighth Meeting

of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held in Niamey in 1985.

In reply, the

representative of the secretariat stated that the funds had been used to
finance bilateral activities of ECOWAS member States.

52.

The Meeting took note of the report and urged member States to

provide the MULPOC on a regular basis with the information needed to
implement the Decade programme.

rtepcrt ;n the maetinn tj set ua n remittee of EC1W5 , MRU, Ni0Br.
N.ger.E joint Omission fcr O,.rpBrRti0n. 6GAD. TFAG, Oiv,V5 qn,r, ADB _.n
iEaJ£trial_Develc£ment (eaends_ ite/nl 5D (ii)

53.

The secretariat presentee document (IGG/NIA/IX/11) under this .genes iterT

and oontec out that this Wns in compliance with Rescluthn « ,f the Eighth

Meet.ng of.tneJ«H,(!OC:Couffii|.cf..iniiters,We,si3teo thct a ,-.ee«ng t,-set „

on..Inc!u8trisLOevs1cp.n5alit ;Co,-opriElnc.CCCVMS ,s th^Wnl Agency, MRU

^na joint Co™r.tadon fcr C,-:,Peration> BCAD, CEAO, 3.VS ^ ^

h.7C been convene, in Lome en 5 Enc 6 December 1985. Ji,e Committe- h-c

censi^eo ,ts Ter.s of; Reference, ,hlch hsd been apprcved by ^ Sm Q

of the Mssccauon of West Africa ,GC, in thai. Ress.utipn .. The Committee on
uil. je re-ponsiole f.,r following up p.ll activities in the

incustrial fieic.

54. Tne Meeting teak note of the report and reecm,v,endec that the MU^CC
sh.ulc continue V: work closely whith tne Committee rnd.subr.it its report to the
Rnnusl meetings cf the iviULPOC policy organs.

Preliminary stuc/y on the rPvelcprnent of

.5. Document ECA/MUL?GC/^A//IX/r6

industries

in

was presentee by the secretariat in

accordance with the WorK prcgrs^ne acbptsd by the Eighth Meetino nf the
MULPCC Counci. cf .NMnisters, *hicn included projet, for the Industn.l Development

Decade fcr Africa

(IDDA). The ,OOA pragr,.mme cciled fcr the cr83t|cn Qf &

network of Bmeil - anc r,ec^ - sc.le .ncustries at tne national lave!. To this enc,
a nlssion had visitea the Gar*io snGSierr, Leorte ,„ ordef ^ prepsre the 8

Tne active cf the study

,-cs ,c icentify existing a-lT>sll^cc|e ]ndustrie

^

encountered ,n their establishment, types cf .procucts to be cevelcpec on the b.s^s

cf raw materials, the Government eVer.,ll policy inthesmall^le inoustries sector,
ano the efforts underway to inprcve their development.
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56.

During the discussion it was observed that small-scale industries

had a very important role to play in the generation of employment. In this
regard, the Meeting underscored the need to stimulate private initiative
in the promotion and establishment of small-scale industrial entetprises.
and added that srudies be undertaken on the agro-industrial sector with a
view to finding out where investments could be made.
57t

The Meeting recommended that the study on the development of small-

scale industries should be continued.

■ .

directory of Project gropes on ,Small-S^
(agenda item 5D

(iv)

58.
In introducing document -ECA/INR/SSI/WP/2- the secretariat pointed
out that ECA had prepared the Directory with a view to providing technical
and economic information on products, process, industrial plants an

machinery, raw materials and other inputs such as financial requirements for
snail-scale industries.

The addresses of possible euppliers had been given

to stimulate interest in the development of small-scale industries.

-59.

The Meeting noted the importance of the Directory in providing useful

information to

would-be entcrpr-^urn r-i.i r*coracn^-l-tkat tlio publication of

the Directory of Project Profile on small-scale industries should be continued.
Study on the main bottlenecks to the expansion of production and
promotion of trade in West Africa (agenda item 5E (i)
60,

A representative of the secretariat introduced two documents entitled

"Preliminary Study on the Main Bottlenecks to the Expansion of Production and
Promotion of Trade in West Africa (IGO/NIA/IX/29)" and "Draft Terms of

Reference for the Studies to be Undertaken within the context of Increasing

Production and Promoting Intra-subregional Trade in West Africa" (IOO/NIA/
IX/12b),

He asked the Meeting to consider and adopt the draft Terms of

Reference for the four studies deriving from the analysis made in the
preliminary study undertaken by the ad hoc committee composed of ECOWAS, BOAD,
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and MULPOC, with ECOWAS as lead agency.

He informed .participants of the '

decisions taken by Second Conference, of the Association, of West African iGOs
to include blAO in the ad hoc committee and to give ECOWAS the mandate to
mobilize the funds needed to carry out the four additional studies listed
below in the following order of priority:

(i)

Comprehensive study on the subregionaV market for the major
agricultural products being traded or likely"to be traded within
the West African subregion;

(ii)

Study on mechanisms for financing intra-subregional trade in
West Africa;

(iii)

(iv)

Study of payments and foreign exchange management systems;

Study on practical and effective measures which should be taken
at the subregional level to liberalize trade and to enforce
the decisions envisaged for harmonizing agricultural and

]

J-

6l«

-'•

industrial development policies and activities in West Africa, '

Participants welcomed the fact that such a cnnp

study had been conducted at a time when the countries of the subregion: were
faced with the problem of economic recovery.

They suggested that the

preliminary study and draft Terrs of Reference for the additional studies
should ..be enriched.

Taey aleo requested that in addition to agricultural and

industrial projects, part of the study should be devoted to services.

The

draft terms of reference should clearly define the modalities of implementing
the studies with particular reference to the selection of the team or

;

consultant and to the time-frame for conducting the studies.

62

After discussions, participants recommended that the MULPOC should

continue to assist the ad hoc committee composed of ECOWAS, BOAD, CEAO and

MULPOC with ECOWAS as lead agency.

T^ K^tin^ took :>-t = of the draft Terms of

Reference for the f— .--1 litior.al studies*

While regretting the absence

of ECOWAS at the time when this item was being discussed, participants
requested that the additional studies in question should be conducted within

the framework of the trade liberalization scheme adopted by the ECOWAS authorities.
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Finally, the Meeting invited number States to com.it themselves to the
promotion of intra-subregional trade, bearing in mind the fact that such
trade should be based on the fundamental principles that governed all

trade transactions, other preferential arrangements notwithstanding.
Progress report on the pro.ject on transit trade and transit facility,
in West Africa (agenda item 5E (ii)

•

A representative of the secretariat introduced document ECA/MULPOC/

NIA/IX/18, and informed participants that a consultant had been recruited.

He would conduct the study on transit trade and transit facilities within
the context of the assistance to be given to KOW.S in irap-lGir.entation of
ito

protocol

on transit trade and transit facilities.

be conducted during the first half of 1986.
64.

The study would

The Meeting took note of the report and requested the MULPOC to send copies of

the final report to member States as soon as it was completed.

R°le of transnational firms in technology transfer to West African
countries with respect to a;>ro-based

•

(agenda item 5E (iii)

The secretariat introduced document ECA/MULP0C/NIA/IX/19a and informed

Participant, that the study came within the context of the series of studies

bexng conducted on technology transferred by transnational corporations in
those sectors accorded tpP priority by African: countries, in particular

agro-food industries. Once the study was completed, it would be submitted
to the meeting of experts on the role of transnational corporations in
development. It would also be submitted to the 1987 meetings of the
MULPOC policy organs. The secretariat invited member States to send

available information on the subject to the MULPOC.
66.

The Meeting took note of the report.
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Study on the harmonization of taxation policies in the West African
subrepaon:

the tax treatment of investments in West Africa-Towards

regional co-op'eration (agenda item 5E (iv)

67.

A representative of ,;the secretariat introduced documents ECA/MULPOC/

NIA/IX/35 and E/ECA/PAMM/BUD/85/13.

He stated that the study had been

prepared by a consultant and covered Cote d'lvoire, Guinea, Liberia, Nigeria,
Senegal, and Sierra Leone,

He invited member States to send in their

comments, observations and suggestions to the MULPOC as soon as they received
copies of the three-part study report.

The first-part-focused on economic

integration, taxation and investment; the second part dealt with tax policies,
structures and regimes in the six countries considered and the third partcontained detailed recommendations.

'68.

While taking note- of the information provided, participants stressed

the importance of the issues under consideration and requested the MULPOC
to send copies of the aforementioned study report to the States for comment.
with a view tc implementing the final recommendations.

Progress report on the African survey of manpower and training needs
in transport (agenda item 5F (i)
69.

The secretariat presented document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/20 and emphasized

the fact that the survey had been designed to assess the lack and scarcity
of trained, qualified and experienced personnel as well as the availability
or lack of training facilities in Africa in all the various transport modes,

in order to recommend appropriate action to enable an adequate supply of trained
personnel

.70.

in the sector.

.

The Meeting was informed that while part of the survey had been carried

out, the work was still continuing and that all the fin*iu*s would be distributed to
member States during the second half of 1936,to guide them in planning for the
future supply of appropriate manpower in the transport sector.
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7i.

During the discussion of the report, the Meeting observed that the

-

survey was very important in view of the Un,ited Nations Transport and < '■

Communications Decade programme and the ultimate objectives of economic

integration.

It was wondered whether the initial findings and recommendations

were available and if the final report would be available to the ECA

Conference of Ministers for consideration.

The Meeting observed that in

future, efforts should be made to highlight the activities or aspects

applicable to the West African subregion*

:-"! '

The secretariat took due note

of this.

Progress report on the study on the harmonization and co-ordination

-

of the various transport modes in Africa (agenda item 5F (ii)

72.

In presenting document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/22, the secretariat stated

that the study which was mandated by General Assembly resolution 38/150

had been designed to provide detailed information on existing infrastructure,
equipment* facilities and their respective capacities - with special,
emphasis on inter-State traffic, its composition, direction of flow and
prevailing costs and charges.

The ultimate aim of the study was to enable

'

national governments^ su]?regional, regional, and intergovernmental organisations
to formulate rational transport policies and programmes for the development

of harmonized and co-ordinated transport operations and services at regional
and subregional levels.

73«

The Meeting was also informed that the studies on roads and road

transport, railways, maritime/ports, inland water transport, air and
transport economics for the West African subregion had been completed.

7^

The Meeting took due note of the. progress report, particularly of-

the fact that some aspects of the study were still under execution.
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Report on the technical consultative meetings on postal services,

air transport and railways (agenda items 5F (iU), (iv) and (v)
75.

At the sugg-stion of the Chairman, documents ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/23,...

/23a and.../23b were presented at once in view of the fact that the subject
matter (technical consultative meetings) was the same and the meetings had
been held at the same time and place,

76.

The secretariat presented a brief summary of the results of each of

the three technical consultative meetings and concluded by stating that the

overall results showed that 309 projects, estimated at about $7.1 billion
had been considered at the meetings and interest had been expressed in 61
projects, which were estimated at $657.3 million, that represented^ per cent
of the total cost,

77,

:

The secretariat pointed out that the results of the technical

consultative meetings were not to be assessed solely from the initial outcome
but from the possibilities and prospects which were created by -the Meetings
■78.

In the discussion which followed, the Meeting wished to know how

much the West African subregion had received from the meetings, why the

response from donors had been so minimal and why empphais had not been given
to the subregibn*

L79.

It was pointed out that the UNTACDA programme involved both national,

subregional and regional projects and was well articulated at various fora.
In view of the regional nature of the technical consultative meetings, the
information was of a general nature and generally accepted.

With respect to

the results, it was speculated that the convening of three meetings
sir.ultineously mi^ht hsve adversely affected the

£0.

The secretariat took note of the cb-rr-ations, r^w- ^ut t;"'

global nature of some activities and indicated that attempts would be made
in the future to present specific information en subregional activities,
whenever possible.
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Report of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and
Technology (agenda item 5G (i)

81.

Document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/25 describes the outcome of the Fourth

Meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and
Technology Development. After introducing it for information, the representative
of the secretariat drew the attention of the Meeting to recommendations

15. II'1.2.3,4, and 5 requesting member States to ensure that the activities^of

the Committee were properly implemented.

82 .

The Meeting took due note of the report.
Progress report on the implementation of the.recommendations of the
First and Second Regional Conference on the Development and
Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa (agenda item 5G (ii)

83.

After briefly recalling the resolution emanating from the Regional

Conferences and contained in document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/26, the representative
of the secretariat informed the Meeting about the measures taken by ECA

*

in implementation of the recommendations and the Lusaka Programme ofAction.
84.

The MeetinS took note of the report.

,

Progress report on the development of water resources in Africa"
(agenda item 5G (iii)

85.

'
.

-: ,

A representative of the secretariat'introduced .document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/

IX/26b, highlighting the institutional co-operation efforts being made
in the water resources sector as advocated in the Mar del Plata Action Plan.

He then informed participants of the important regional meeting on water
resources which will be held from 2 to 7 June 1986 in Addis Ababa.
86.

•

The Meeting took note of all this information.
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Progress report on the establishment of a subreeional building

materials research centre at Cacavelli (agenda item 5H (i)

87.

A representative of the secretariat introduced document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/

DC/27, giving the history of the centre and recalling its objectives.

Only

five countries were currently involved in its activities. Those countries
were Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea, Senegal and Togo. To date, ECA secretariat
and UNDP had played a crucial role in the activities of the project.

UNDP

had agreed to release $191,000 as preliminary assistance for 1985/1986
mainly to cover staff and administrative costs.

S8.

on their part, the governments concerned had signed the agreement

establishing-the centre and endeavoured to.set up the advisory, policy
and aministrative organs of the-centre,

t&ey had also specified their

priority needs which the new centre would have to address.

They had also

either paid in their contributions for the 1985/1936 transitional phase or

,

were going to do so by 31 March 1986 at the latest.
69.

Among the activities being undertaken were the short-term work programme

for 1986 and the medium-term programme for 1987-1991, together with measures
being taken to implement both programmes.

The policy organs of the centre

would take decisions on the matter during February 1936.

The headquarters

agreement would, also be signed shortly.

90.

In conclusion, the representative of the secretariat called on all ;

parties concerned to continue to support the centre so that it would
gradually become, through its operations, a financially autoncnouc inter-

State institution. -Be described the efforts which were going to be made in
order to involve the greatest possible number of West African countries in the
activities of the centre.

91.

m the course of the ensuing discussions, it was unanimously

acknowledged that the subregional centre was going to play an important role
in the development of human settlements within the West African subregion.
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92.

The countries-currentiy-participating in the activities of the centre

were commended for their efforts, as were-.UM)E_ and JSCA.fqr their assistance

in implementing the project.

The countries were invited to sustain their

commitment in order to enable the centre to achieve all its objectives.
Other countries of the subregion were also invited to do their utmost to
become effective participants in the activities of the centre as soon as
possible.

Study on environmental problems arising from the exploitation of

underground water for agricultural use in the Sudano-Sahelian zone
of West Africa (agenda item
93.

5H (ii)

Introducing document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/28, a representative of the

secretariat stated that the study derived from a series of measures adopted

by the United Nations General Assembly and the ECA Conference of Ministers

to intensify research into and exploitation of water resources for domestic

and agricultural use,

94.

He also stated that" the study had been confined to the Sudaneselian

zone because that area suffered most from ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^

It covered water resources management in Burkina FaSo, Mali and Ni8er and

structures set in place to cope with environmental problems caused by thP

exploitation of underground water.

55. It stressed and stowed the prospects for regional, co-operation in
environmental protection, soil conservation and desertification control
The last part of the study contained recommendations for the sound use of

underground water and the protection of the environment in such arid areas,
and also defined possible areas of co-operation.
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§6»

In the discussion that followed, several participants pointed out some

in accuracies and omissions in the report and dondered the document should
not be revised entirely.

In reply, a member of the secretariat' emphasized

the draft r?.t*jre- °f tne report and assured participants that action would
be taken to update the document in light of the new information and data made
known during the meeting-

97.

The member of the secretariat appealed to participants to provide

correct data and information that needed to be incorporated in the report.
This was done pending the revision of the document.
Annual survey of economic and social conditions in the West African
subregion (agenda item 51)
98.

Document;ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/2a was introduced by a representative

of the secretariat wfco observed that the report was a first attempt by the
MULPOC to prepare an annual survey covering the subregion.

However,

the

report contained only a very general overview of socio-economic conditions
in the subregion*

99.

During the discussions, the importance of the survey was acknowledged

and the MULPOC was requested to continue with the effort.

substance and the form of the report needed to be improved.

However, both the

In particular,

it should take into account the structural reforms that most countries of the
subregion had embarked upon and use national statistics in particular as

sources of information.
the report,

Because of the importance and general character of

it was suggested that it should have priority on the agenda.
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100. -The Meeting*took note of the report.,

Progress report on assistance to the Niamey MULPOC countries in:the

field of demographic statistics (Population and housing census,

civil registration and vital statistics) (agenda item 5J (i)
101,

A representative of the secretariat introduced document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/

IX/31 and informed participants that a number of missions had been organized
by ECA in 1985 to assist member countries.
.

. ■ '.,...7

;i"i : .

.ic.7Zqs--:rt

--i

"

\ ..

Twenty-nine of the missions had
■..:•!;-■■■>

.■>'...■■■.; s-.■;:■

■ :,■

been carried out in 10 West African countries to help with preparations for

and the implementation of population and housing censuses and six other

missions have been organized to help improve civil,registration systems.
102,

During the discussions, it was felt that ECA's assistance in the field

of statistics should be intensified and broadened to such other areas as
agricultural and migration statistics and the informal sector.

Participants

congratulated the MULPOC for having assisted member States in an area
as vital as statistics.

Report on in-service statistical training for raiddle-level personnel
Niamey MULPOC area-(agenda item 5J (ii)

103,

''

:,

A representative of the secretariat introduced document ECA/MULPOC/

NIA/IX/32 and informed participants that efforts had been made by the various
countries to cope with the problem of training middle-level statistical
personnel.

104.

ECA had assisted countries of the subregion in that area.

The Meeting took note of the report and invited the secretariat to

reformulate the title as follows: "In-service statistical training for

middle level personnel in the countries of the Niamey MULPOC".

It also

invited the MULPOC to continue and to intensify its efforts in statistical
training.

■
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(agenda item 5K)

105*

In presenting document ECA/MULPGC/NIA/lX/33, the secretariat reporte4

that ECA had organized a regional training workshop on, population projections
at RIPS* ACCKA, Ghana from 15 to 29 July 1985.

The workshop had enabled

member States to share their experiences in national projectionsj famil&rifce
thetn with the"methodoiogy of UN projection of national populations* particularly
the use of the UN computer projections programme; and discuss the approaches

for deriving subriatiorial and sectoral projections from the national
projections*

Of the 15 member States that participated seven were from the

Niamey MULPOC areas Ghanat CSte d*Ivoire, Mali, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra
Leone and Togo*

The workshop proceedings were being published in two volumes:2

Vol. 1focesed on the summary of the discussions, the recommendations and the

background documents; Vol* 2 would be a workbook on the operational mechanics
of the actual projections.

Both would be available for distribution to the

member States by the second quarter of the year*

He also reminded the Meeting

that computer programmes for "Gacrtaii-iin- the-quality of and ajjusting orVors in
data needed for population projections were available at ECA and could be

obtained on request together with the UN computer programme for preparing
national and subnational projections.

ouring the discussion on this agenda item,
details regarding the workshop

insufficient.

some participants found the

No mention had been made of

specific projects being undertaken on the integration of population variables
in development planning.

Others wondered what would become of the reports

and whether the quality data needed' for population projections within the
subregion were available-

They sought clarification on the relationship

between ECA's Population Division and the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities.

107*

The1 secretariat explained that the report on the workshop dealt with

all the substantive questions raised as to the quality of data*

ECA's

Population Division had a core staff whose posts were funded by UNFPA up to
1983,

After that time, they were integrated into the ECA regular budget.
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The Regional Advisory Services and POPIN-Africa project of the EGA Population
Division were still being funded by UNFPA-

10S#

The Meeting took note of the report and requested that the proceedings

of the workshop be distributed as soon as published.

1985 Report on the Programme for the Integration of Women in Development
(agenda item 5L)

109. Introducing document ECA/MULPOC/SIA/IX/34, a representative of the

secretariat recalled the priorities and recommendations adopted at the Fourth

Meeting of the Subregional Committee that prepared the 1985-1986 work programme,
The priorities had been in the following order:

(a)

Agriculture and food self-sufficiency;

(b)

The effects of desertification on the living conditions of women;

(c)

The conditions of women working in industry;

(d)

Development of human resources;

(e)

Mobilization of human and financial resources;

(f)

Collection and circulation of information!

110. she recalled in particular ECA Conference of Ministers resolution 535

(XX) on woraen and development in Africa and asked member States to take the
necessary steps for its implementation.

Ill*

Training seminars had been organized for women of the subregion.

An

example was the seminar on l-hc oftt-nM ishmont nnH manag<»niPnfc of textile and
dress-making co-operatives which has been held from 11 October to 2 November
1985 in Bamako at ATRCW's initiative.

112. Among the activities planned in the 1985 programme was a survey of
women working in industry in West Africa.

The survey would continue in 1986.
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The study on the role and contribution of women to food production had been

completed for Cote d'lvoire and would be extended to Mali* Burkina Faso,
Ghana, and Liberia,

It would be desirable to continue this study Tjnder the

agriculture programme of the MULPOC with assistance frora the joiflt ECA/FAO
Agriculture Division.

llii Finally, participants were informed of the workshop organized'by ATRCW
and UNDP from 18 to 22 November 1985 in Addis Ababa.

The main outcome of

that/ workshop had been the launching in 1936 of new activities decided on by

UNDP.

They involved four national programming exercises, two round tables

and one national technical co-operation assessment and programming exercise.
This new orientation that UNDP was giving to woraens1 programmes within the
MULPOCs was intended to incorporate a womens1 component in national
development projects and programmes from the needs identification phase to
the implementation phase,

.

After this presentation, the Chairperson of the Bureau of the Subresional

Committee (a member of the Togolese delegation), informed participants of
the Committee's concern at the reallocation of funds initially earmarked

for the 1986 work programme of the Committee to new activities.

That decision

which could lead to an end of UNDP assistance to the programme for the

integration of women in development within the MULPOCs would make African
women lose all that they had gained during the United Nations Decade for
Women,

115i

Therefore, she asked the Committee of Officials to recommend to the

Council of Ministers that UNDP assistance should be maintained and both
ECA and MULPOC should continue the study on the role and contribution of

women to food farming.

Everything was to be done to implement. Resolution

535 (XX) of the 11th Meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers and the
national machineries wpi*p to bp- pnnM^fl to pnrtiripate in the preparatory

activities for the fourth UNDP programming cycle.
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116.

Following the discussions, participants requested ECA, member States

and IGOs to provide concrete support to the women's programme by pledging

contributions to ECA. A percentage of such contributions might be tied to
the women's programme. Such pledge, could encourage funding agencies to
follow suit.

Progress report on the establishment of the West African Documentation

and Information System (WADIS) and PADIS work plan fo*- 1986-1987

(agenda item M (i) and Report on the training seminar organized"in

Niamey. Niger for the WADIS countries on PADIS/PEVIS methnrininou
(agenda item M (ii)

~~

—

^~

117. Under this agenda item the secretariat presented two reports. The
first covered the various activities undertaken in the subregion, the Status
of the establishment of the W&DIS and the work plan for 1986:

ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/35.

document

The second report ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/36 dealt with

the purpose aud content of the recent conducted training seminar.

118.

With respect to the first report, the secretariat informed the meeting

that little progress had been registered as regard the establishment of
WADIS.

He indicated that resources were still lacking to establish and

sustain an organizational framework which could function effectively and

provide effective co-ordination of information activities in the subregion.
119.

The Meeting was informed of recent ECA/EEC consultations held in

Brussels, where it was revealed that funds could be made available for

porjects such as PADIS within the regional programme of the Lome III Convention,
In this regard member States were urged to support the PADIS project in
particular the WADIS component submitted to EEC for funding.

120.

The secretariat also described the assistance provided to member

States during the 1985 e.g. Benin, Togo and Guinea in various information
related fields and briefed the meeting on the content and purpose of the
recently concluded PADIS training seminar organized for all the countries
of the subregion.
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121..

In the discussion that -.followed,the meeting sought some clarifications

on the status of WADIS and requested PADIS to continue the search for
funds.

Special emphasis was laid on the need for both member States and.

ECA to make a concerted approach to the EEC in order to take advantage of

regional funds available under the Lome III Convention for the PADIS/WADIS
programme.

The Meeting stressed the need and importance of educating and

training users and suggested that an attempt should be made to collect data
on existing national information and documentation centres.

122.

In conclusion the Meeting stressed the need to accelerate the

establishment of WADIS and requested member States to support PADIS in its
effort to mobilize funds for WADIS and other related activities.
Report on the PADIS subregional technical committee for WADIS,

Niamey 15-16 November 1985 (agenda item 5M (iii)
123.

The Chairman of the Subregional Technical Committee of PADIS for

the West African MULPOC presented the above document, ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/37.

After recalling Resolution 7 of the Eighth Meeting of the Council of Ministers
of the MULPOC of West Africa, he indicated that the Committee had met in
Niamey to discuss the problems relating to WADIS and highlighted the

recommendations of the Technical Committee Meeting.
124.

The secretariat drew the attention of the Meeting to the fact that

the recommendations of the subregional Technical Committee were to be

discussed by the Regional Technical Committee at their forthcoming meeting
in Yaounde.

He indicated that this Regional Committee would study the

recommendations before formulating strategies for future action at national,
subregional and regional levels*

125.

The Meeting took note of the report of the Subregional Technical

Committee.
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Report on additional studies to the "Proposals for Strengthening
Economic Integration in West Africa" (agenda item 5N>

126. The secretariat presented document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/38 in compliance
with Resolution 3 of the Eighth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers
which had requested the preparation of the study entitled "Proposals for the
Rationalization of Intergovernmental Economic Organizations in West Africa".
He informed the Meeting that the draft study had been sent to the Executive
Secretary of ECOWAS in October 1985 for review and comments.

At the Second

Conference of the Association of the West African Intergovernmental Organizations,
the Executive Secretary of ECOWAS had stated that in accordance with the
decision of the Heads of State of the member States, the study would be
considered at a joint meeting of experts from member countries and IGOs to

be held from 1 to 4 April 1906 before its submission to the ECOWAS Authority.

127. During the discussions, the Meetin8 expressed concern that the procedure
laid down in Resolution 8 of the Eighth Meeting of the MULPOC Council
of Ministers had not been respected and suggested that the report should be
submitted to the Meetings of the MULPOC policy organs for comments and
observations before it was submitted to the ECOWAS Authority of Heads of
State and Government,

128.

The Meeting recommended that in order to maintain the nuetrality and

objectivity in the process of rationalization cf the IGOs in the subregion,
MULPOC was to continue to play a leading role and have the report considered
first by its policy organs.

Assistance rendered by the Niamey MULPOC to the West African
Intergovernmental Organizations (agenda item 5-0)

129.

The secretariat presented document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/39 and outlined

the main areas of MULPOC assistance to the Association of West African

Intergovernmental Organizations.

The publication of the Directory of IGOs,

the IGOs Liaison Bulletin, the establishment of sectoral committees, the

organization of a seminar on integration through production and harmonization
of IGOs work programme, were mentioned amone the main artivin'o<=
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130.

In the discussions that followed, the Meeting expressed concern about

the priority that the MULPOC seemed to be giving to the activities of the
West African IGOs despite difficulties in implementing its work programme.'

The Meeting stressed that IGOs were to carry out their work as mandated and
that an impression should not be created that their assignments were to be
implemented only on the basis of resolutions.

131.

In conclusion, the Meeting appealed to the MULPOC to spend more time

and resources on its own activities rather than in following up the activities
of the West African IGOs.

Programme Aspects of the Proposed Programme Budget 1988-1989 - The

Role of the.ECA Multinational Programming and Operational Centres
(agenda item 6)

132.

Introducing document ECA/MULPOC/NIA/IX/40, the secretariat stated that

this activity had been conducted in response to the request by ECA member

States, particularly those of this subregion, to participate effectively in
the preparation of the programme budget of ECA and the MULPOC.

He stated

further that the projects of the programme budget for 1988-1989 would be sent

to member States during the third quarter of 1986 for consideration at the
national level so that member States could disucss it at the 1937 meetings
of the MULPOC policy organs*

133.

The Meeting commended the MULPOC for the information on and clarification

of its mode of operation within the United Nations system and the process

whereby the ECA and MULPOC prepared their programme budget*

Discussions

focused mainly on how the MULPC's performance could be improved, particularly
where assistance was concerned*

Appropriate suggestions and recommendations

were made which the MULPOC promised to carry out.

It was in particular

suggested that MULPOC experts should work closely with national experts when
preparing studies.
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134. Divergent views were expressed as to the frequency at which MULPOC '
meeting, should be held. It was finally decided that the principle of annual
meetings would be maintained but that the possibility of caking the periodicity
biennial would be explored in concert with the other MULPOCs.
Other activities of interest to member Stat** (agenda item 7)

135.

There was no discussion under this agenda itenu
Report on arrangements for the following forthcoming ECA
(

136.

The secretariat informed participants about the ECA Meetings which

would be held from 2 to 21 April in Yaounde, Republic of Cameroon:

(a)

Sixth Meetings of Experts and Ministers of African Least
Developed countries, which will be held from 2 to 4 April and
on 15 April 1986, respectively;

(b)

Seventh Meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the
Whole which will be held from 7 to 14 April 1986;

(c) Twenty-first Session of the Commission and 12th Meeting of the
ECA Conference of Ministers which will be held from 17 to 21

'

April 1986.

137.: The secretariat drew the attention of the Meeting to the Special
Session of the United Nations General Assembly on African Economic Crisis

which will be held in May 1986. In this connection, it urged member States
of the West African MULPOC to participate in the special meeting of ECA which
wxll be held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia on 28 and 29 March 1986, to help the
Commission examine the draft documents to be submitted to the Special Session
of the General Assembly.

Examination of- the draff agenda and the draft -program-of work of

the Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers (agenda item 9)
lo8> After considering this agenda item, the Meeting adopted the draft
agenda and draft programme of work of the Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC
Council of Ministers-

139.

Any other business (agenda item 10)

Under this agenda item, a number of delegates underscored the need to

improve the performance of the MULPOC, especially its delivery capacity
in terms of assistance and services.

Their proposals included;

- strengthening of the MULPOC through decentralization of resources

from headquarters and increased contribution by member States both
in cash and in kind;

- publication of an information, booklet on the MULPOC;

- timely distribution of documents to the member States in order
to enable them prepare adequately for Meetings; and

- appropriate arrangements for the smooth running of MULPOC meetings.
UO.

ihe Meeting recommended that measures should be taken to improve the

performance of the MULPOC.
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CQnaidejatlon..aiid.-.adDptiQri._af..thfe
draft resolutions to ..be. submitted to the Ninth Meeti
Council of Ministers (agenda item 11)

141.

The Meeting adopted the draft report and resolutions after making

appropriate amendements.
Closing Session (agenda item 12)

142.

A Vote of thanks was read and adopted (Annex III).

143.

The Director of the Economic Co-operation Office of ECA first endorsed

the Vote of Thanks addressed to the Government of the Togolese Republic,
congratulated the participants for their constructive participation especially

on the issue of Drought, Desertification and Economic Crisis as well as the
frank manner in which they discussed the problems facing the MULPOC. He also
congratulated them for having

defined the role of the MULPOC vis-a-vis

the IGOs in the subregion, on the one hand, and on the other, the responsibility
of member States vis-a-vis the MULPOC, especially in terms of financial
contribution services and moral support. Finally, he-assured the delegates
that the MULPOC will improve its performance particularly in the timely
distribution of documents.

144. In his closing remarks, the Chairman of the Meeting thanked all participants
for their invaluable contribution in the deliberations of the Meeting. He
also extended his thanks to the Director of ECA's Economic Co-operation Office,
the MULPOC Director and the entire secretariat for their excellent efforts

which had ensured the success of the Meeting.
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145,

The representative of the Minister of Planning and Industry of the

Togolese Republic Congratulated participants on the quality of their work,
particularly for their exhaustive examination of such issues as Drought,

Desertification and Economic Crisis; Socio-economic Conditions in the
Subregion; the Integration of Women in Development and the Strengthening
of the MULPOC.

The discussions had been inspired by a common concern to

strengthen the MULPOC in carrying out its assignment in the promotion of
economic integration.

In conclusion he thanked the MULPOC, the secretariat and all

the supporting services, for the quality of the report and for the
smooth running of the Meeting,

ANNEX

I.

RESOLUTIONS

II.

AGENDA

III.

VOTE OF THANKS

IV.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

RESOLUTION 1

WCKK PROGRAMME OF THE WEST AFRICAN MULPOC
FOR THE 1986-1987 BIENNIUM

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held at lx>me
(Togo) from 10 to 12 February 1986*

Recalling

Resolution 9 of its Eighth Meeting on the 1986-1987

work programme of the West African MULPOCt

Bearing in mind

Requests
work programme*

the need to focus

attention on tho main priority sectors.

the MULPOC to improve the rate of implementation of the

RESOUUTION 2

SURVEY OF SOCI-BCONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
WEST AFRICAN SUBREGION

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPCC Council of Ministers held at Lame

(Togo) from 10 to 12 February 1986.
Considering the need to prepare annual surreys of Socio-economic
conditions in the West African Subregion,

Aware

of the difficulties in obtaining up to date information

and relevant statistical dataf

Commends

MULPOC for the initiative taken to include the survey

in its work programme,

Requests

member States to send information required for the

preparation of the survey to the MULPOC*

RESOLUTION 3

RESOURCES

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPCC Council of Ministers held at lome

(Togo) from 10 to 12 February 1986,
Taking note

of Resolution 2 of the Second Conference of the

Association of the West African Intergovernmental Organizations,
1.

Invites CIEH, the IGO specializing in the viater sector, to

up-date the study entitled "Inventory of water resources in the Subregion"
and that other competent IGOs should extend financial and technical
assistance to CIEHf

2,

Urges national committees on water to exchange their experiences

regularly through the water commission established
the West African IGOs,

by the Association of

RESOLUTION 4

INDUSTRY

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held at Lome

(togo) from 10 to 12 February 1986*
Recalling Resolution 35/66B of the General Assembly adopted in
December 1980 which proclaimed the 1980s as the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa (iDD/l) and Resolution A/res/39/233 of 18 December 1984,
Further recalling the appeal made by the General Assembly to the
member States to co-operate with relevant intergovernmental organizations
to create an IDI& committee in the West African subregion,

Bearing in mind the priority multinational industrial projects already

identified in the subrcgion for implementation during the 1985-1990 phase
of the Decade,

Considering

that lock of f»ljow-up measures constitutes one of the

major obstacles to the implementation of resolution^ adopted by the
Council of Ministers,

Considering that inter-regional TCDC and the ECDC we concerned with
fertiliser advisory development and information services, to boost the
agricultural production of member States through the adequate supply,
increased and efficient use of fertilizer*

Recommends t
A.

Action required from member States and IGOs on follow-up activities

1*

Ur^es member States and IGOs to prepare detailed implementation

programme and the machinery for the follow—up and appraisal of resolutions
adopted at the various meetings,

2m

Invites the member States and IGOs to communicate their

plans to the international institutions,

spelling out the nature of

the assistance desired*

Bm

Metallurgical subscctpr

Requests

the Mano River Union to take appropriate actions, with

the assistance of ECA and UNIDOf to conduct the subregional market

survey for iron and steel products.

C»

Chemical Industry

1«.

Endorses proposals to establishi

(i)

A regional fertilizer advisory» development and
information network in Africa (FAS JJAF), co*-sponsored
by the SSA,

(ii)

(iii)

mo and UNIDOj

A network of subregional agencies co—sponsored by

A network of national agencies designated by the respective
governments as technical liaison offices and correspondents
with the network.

Z9

Invites the subregional committee on the decade in

co-operation with ECA and UN3DO to seek the necessary funds in order
to conduct the proposed detailed survey on first generation project e*

D#

Ap,ro-based industry

1«.

Invite*

all the member States of the subregion to set up

national composite flour committees and, if necessary,

seek assistance

from ECA for that purpose,
^*

Implores the member States to communicate

to tfoe secretariat

of ECA the name, adress, telephone and telex number of national newspapers
and specialised papers in which the review of the compendium can be

published and popularized at BCA's

3.

expense*

Requests

(i)

In collaboration with C6te d'lvoirc to elaborate a model
TCDC programme between Cote d'lvolre and countries with
Cassava processing projects and circulate the raodel
to member States in the cassava belt;

(ii)

Compile the improved small-^scale technological processings
used in Africa for the processing of cassava into flour
and gari and make them available to the member States
as soon

(iii)

ARC5DEM

as possible;

to produce and circulate to the member States

the design and manufacturing drawings of the Colin press,
rated as the most efficient for palm oil extraction by

any individual (women) and the most appropriate for
reproduction by local workshops.
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E.

Co-operation between countries of the region

Strongly Urges

all member States that are in a position to avail

themselves of the experience of any other African country in the
execution of their projects, especially multinational projects, to
negotiate directly with such countries

a «©»«op&ratir»

agreement which will facilitate the implementation of their
projects*

RESOLUTION 5

TRAflE AND

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held at Lome

(Togo) from 10 to 12 February 1986*
Bearing in mind

the recommendations contained in the preliminary

study on the main bottlenecks to the expansion of production and

promotion of trade in West Africa^

Taking note

of Resolution 3 of the Second Conference of the

Association of West African Intergovernmental Organization held on

1 February 1986 in Lome,

the MULPOC to effectively participate in the implementation

of the four additional studies on this subject within the framework of
the ad hoc committee, composed of 32OWAS, BOAD, CE&O and MULPOC,
with BCOWfiS as lead

RESOLUTION 6
SUBREGICNAL CENTRE FOR RESEARCH ON BUILDING AND BUILDING

:

MATERIAIS (CEREM) .

. :

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held from
10 to 12 February 1986 in Lome, Togolese Republic.

Conscious of the primary role that applied research should play in
improving the situation of human settlements in general and promoting
building and building materials industries in particular,

Recalling that such research should to the extent possible be based on
using all the resources available locally with a view to strengthening further
the basis of the subregion!s self-sufficiency in the sector under consideration,

1.

Takes note with satisfaction of progress achieved in the establishment

of CEREM by converting the Centre togolais de la construction et du logement
(C.C.L)

2,

located in Lome, Togo into a subregional centre ;

Congratulates the participating Governments for the efforts they

have made in thir regard despite the current difficulties resulting in
particular from the drought, desertiJication and economic crisis;

3.

Also congratulates the Executive Secretary of ECA and the authorities

of UNDP for their appreciable assistance

4,

in this regard;

Urges the Governments of participating countries to continue to

extend their material and moral support to the newly-founded centre so that

it can gradually become autonomous financially;
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5.

Requests the Governments of other West African countries to make

all the arrangements required to join the Centre and to participate in the
activities;

6. Urges the Executive Secretary of ECA to combine his efforts with
those of the UNDP authorities,bilateral and multilateral donors and
concerned NGOs so that the Centre can benefit from their assistance, at
least over the period 1987-1991,

RESOLUTION 7

ASSISTANCE TO WEST AFRICAN MEABER STATES IN STATISTICS

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held at Lome
(Togo) from 10 to 12 February 1986*
Conscious

of the crucial importance of statistics to effective

development planning,

Aware

of the shortage of middle level statistical personnel and

the need for in-«ervice training.

Congratulates

ECA/MULPOC for its commendable effort in assisting

member States in the development of their statistical services,

Requests

the MUIPOC to continue

cover other sectors,
sector.

to extend its assistance to

especially in agriculture and the informal

RESOLUTION 8

FOPU1ATION

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held at lame

(Togo) from 10 to 12 February 1986»

Noting with satisfaction

the report of the regional workshop on

population projections in Africa held at RIPS Accra, Ghana from

15 to 29 July 1985,

Taking note

that the proceedings of the said workshop are being

published in two volumes,

Concerned

about the increasing proliferation of population

projections by international agencies,

Recommends

that member States in the subregion should designate

a single national institution to be responsible for the overall national
population projection

activities.

Rirther recommends that member States

in the

subregion should

assess these various projections and adopt one of them for use during a
given plan period*

..■.,". RESOLUTION 9
INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held from

10 to 12 February 1906 in Lome, Togolese Republic.

Recalling Resol ition 9 of the E'.ghth Meeting of the MULPOC Council
of Ministers,

Recognizing the preponderant role that wo&ien play in food production
and in other sectors,

Conscious of the need to create and maintain a framework for consultation
among women in the subregion

1.

in the form of the subregional committee,

Requests the MULPOC to continue the programme initiated on the role

of women in the production, processing and marketing of food products;

2.

Repeats its request to PADIS/WADIS for assistance in the training

of women in the collection and circulation of information on women's
activities in the subregion;

3.

Requests member States to involve women in the preparation of

projects that should be financed under the forth multinational programming
cycle for 1987-1991;

4.

Further requests member States to tie part of their pledging to

the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development to the financing

of MULPOC women's programmes;

5« Urges member States, to implement Resolution 535 (XX) oft Women
and Development in Africa adopted by the Eleventh Meeting of the ECA
Conference of Ministers;

6.

Invites IGOs to contribute to the implementation of the women's

programme in the subregion;

7.

Urges UNDP to continue to assist the MULPOC women's programme.

RESOLUTION 10

T-JEST AFRICAN DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEM (llADIS)

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers held at Lome

(Togo) from 10 to 12 February, 1986.
Recalling Resolution 7 of its Eighth Meeting held at Niamey 1985,
on the Tfest African Documentation and Information System

Recognizing

The role of information for effective development

planningt

U

APP.eals to member States seek of part of the funds-earmarked for

regional projects under the lome III Convention .in. ord^r to finance the
PADIS/WADIS project.

2.

Requests the member States to support and actively participate

in the implementation of the PADIS project.

RESOLUTION 11

STRENGfflENING THE WEST AFRICAN MULPOC

The Ninth Meeting of the MULPCC Council of Ministers held at Lome

(Togo) from 10 to 12 February 1986.

Recalling

the resolution of the Eleventh EGA Conference of

Ministers requesting for the strengthening of the activities of the
MULPOCs,

Taking

into account the acute prevailing socio-economic conditions

in the subregion,

Appreciates

the positive contribution of the MULPOC in promoting

and strengthening subregional co-operation and collective self reliance
as called for in the Lagos Plan of Action and the I985 declaration of
Addis Ababa,

Requests

ECA to strengthen MULPCC by accelerating the process

of decentralization to cover critical priority areas of the MULPCCfs
work programmet

Urpes

member States to translate into concrete action the

declared will _to -stfJr^n^then <thc operational -efficiency of the MULPOC
tbroisjih, increased contributioh both in cc.oh arid in kind to the MULPOC.

Distr.:
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UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION
FOR AFRICA
MULTINATIONAL PROGRAMMING AND OPERATIONAL

CENTRE (MULPOC) FOR WEST AFRICA
NINTH MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE OF OFFICIALS
3-7 FEBRUARY 1986
LOME,

TOGO

AGENDA

1.

Opening Session

(a)

Welcoming speech by a Representative of the Togolese Republic*

(b)

Address by the Chairman of the Eighth Meeting of the Committee
of Officials - The Leader of the Delegation of the Republic of
Niger,

(c)

Statement by the Director of the Economic Co-operation Office
of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa.

2.

3.

4.

Election of Officers

(a)

Chairman

(b)

Vice-Chairman

(c)

Rapporteur

Adoption of the Agenda and Programme of Work of the Meeting
(a)

Agenda

(b)

Programme of work

Progress Report of the MULPOC Director on the implementation of the
1985 work programme and on the human and financial resources of the
MULPOC.

5.

Detailed reports on the implementation of the 1985 work programme.
A.

Study,_.QP_j>_rought, desertification and economic crisis in West
Africa.

B*

Agriculture

(i)

Study on Harmonization of Agricultural pricing policies

(ii)

Progress report on the establishment of a Regional Seed
Commission in West Africa

(iii)

Progress report on the establishment of an agricultural
Data Bank in West Africa

(iv)

Progress report on the study on agro-climatic conditions in
West Africa

(v)

Progress report on the study on veterinary centre* and
laboratories in West Africa

(vi)

Progress report on multinational co-operation projects and
programmes for livestock development

C.

Water resources

(i)

Underground water in some West African countries (following
the CIEH study)

(ii)

Village water schemes (what has been achieved in some countries
half way through the IDWSSD)

(iii)

Follow-up the study on irrigation techniques (upon request
by lead IGO) Information Note

(iv)
D.

Monitoring national water supply structures.

Industry

(i)

Progress report on the implementation of the work programme
of the ECA in the field of Industry in the countries of the
Niamey MULPOC

(ii)

Report on the meeting to set up a Committee of ECOWAS, MRU,
NIGER-NIGERIA JOINT COMMISSION FOR COOPERATION, BOAD, OMVS and
ADB on Industrial Development
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(iii)

Preliminary Study on the Development of Small-Scald Industries
in the LDCs of the West African Subregion

(iv)

Directory of Project Profiles on Small-Scale Industries in
Africa.

E.

Trade and Finance

(i)

Study on the main bottlenecks to the expansion of production
and promotion of trade in Africa

(ii)

Progress report on the project on transit trade and transit
facilities in West Africa

(iii)

Role of transnational firms in technology transfer to West

African countries with respect to agro-based industries,
(iv)

Study on the harmonization of taxation policies in the
West African Subregion:

the tax treatment of investments in

West Africa towards regional co-operation

Ft

Transport.and Communications

(i)

Progress report on the African survey

of manpower and training

needs in transport

(ii)

Report on the study on the harmonization and co-ordination of
various transport modes in Africa

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
G.

Report on technical consultative meetings on postal service
Report on technical consultative meeting on air transport
Report on technical consultative meeting on railv/ays

Natural Resources

(i)

Report of the Intergovernmental Committee of experts for
science and technology

(ii)

Progress report on the implementation of the recommendation
of the first and second Regional Conferences on the Development
and Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa

(iii)

Progress report on the development of water resources in
Africa

H,

Human Settlements

(i)

Progress report on the establishment of a subregional

building materials research centre at Cacavelli
(ii)

Study on Environmental problems arising from the exploitation
of underground water for agricultural use in the Sudano-

Sahelian
I.

of West Africa

Socio-Economic Research
Annual survey of economic and social conditions in the
West African subregion

J.

Statistics

(i)

Progress report on assistance to the Niamey MUtPOC
countries in the field of demographic statistics (Population
and housing census, civil registration and vital statistics)

(ii)

Report on in-service training for middle-level personnel
in the Niamey MULPOC area

K,

Population
Report on a regional training workshop on population
projections

L*

Integration of Women in Development

Report on the integration of women in development for 1985

M.

Pan African Documentation and Information System (PADIS)

(i)

Progress report on the establishment of the West

African Documentation and Information System ( WADIS)
and PADIS work plan for 1986-1967

(ii)

Report on the training seminar organized in NIAMEY
(NIGER) for the KADIS countries on FADIS/DEVSIS
methodology

(iii)

N«

Report on the PADIS subregional technical committee

for WADIS, Niamey 15-16 November I985

Economic Co-operation
Report on Additional Studies to the "Proposals
for strengthening Economic Integration in West Africa"

0.

6«

Report on Assistance Rendered by MULPOC to West African IGQS

Programme aspects of the proposed programme budget, 1988-1989 - the
role of the BCA Multinational Programme; and operational Centres*

7*

Report on other activities of interest to member States.

8»

Report on arrangements for the following forthcoming ECA Meetings*

(a)

Sixth Meetings of experts and Ministers of African Least
Developed Countries;

(b)
(c)
(d)

Seventh Meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of
the Whole;

Twenty—first Session of the Commission and 12th Meeting

of the Conference of Ministers;

Special Session of the General Assembly on the African
Economic Crisis*

9»

Examination of the draft agenda and the draft programme of work
of the Ninth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers.

10*

Any other business.

11.

Consideration and adoption of the report of the Meeting and the draft
resolution to be submitted to the Ninth Meetinr of the MULPCC
Council of Ministers.
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12.

Closing Sessiont

(a)

Vote of thanks

(b)

Remarks by the Director of the Economic Cooperation Office
of ECA

(c)

Address by the Chairman of the Meeting

(d)

Closing speech by a Representative of the Government of
the Togolese Republic.

ANNEX

III

VOTE OF THANKS

Participants at the Ninth Meeting of the Committee of Officials of
the MULPOC for West Africa, held in Lome, Togolese Republic, from 10 to 12

February 1986, express their profound gratitude to the Government and people
of the Togolese Republic for the excellent arrangements made to ensure the
success of the Meeting and for the «rm hospitality accorded to them
throughout their stay in Lome.

Participants at the Ninth Meeting of the Committee of Officials express
to His Excellency, General Gnassingbe Eyadema, Founder-President of the

Togolese Peoples' Rally, and President of the Togole3e RepubliCj their

hxghest admiration for his tireless efforts to strengthen African unity and
co-operation in general and West African unity and integration in particular.

DONE in Lome this 7th day of February 1986
The Meeting
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